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Always
Delivering Value
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More than 40 years ago, Income
was established to ensure that people
in Singapore have access to basic
and essential insurance. As such,
we have embedded in our business
and way of working to create positive
social impact in Singapore. In this
regard, Income seeks to deliver value
to our customers across our key
businesses – Life, Health and Motor
insurance – and acts as a price
moderator to influence competitors
to moderate prices for the benefit
of all consumers.

LIFE INSURANCE
Ranked Among Top 3 in Value for
Direct Purchase Insurance (DPI) Premiums
Consumers can purchase DPI directly from life insurers.

Income’s premiums for DPI Term policies are extremely

The features of DPI are broadly standardised so that they are

competitive. Our premium rates for DPI Term policies, based

easier for consumers to understand and purchase without the

on non-smoking 30 and 40 year-old males, across a five-year

need for a financial adviser.

Term, 20-year Term and Term up to 64 years-old, are ranked
among the top three in value.

Income’s industry ranking for DPI Term policies in 2015*

*
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non-smoking males, sum assured of $400,000
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MOTOR INSURANCE
Lowest Premiums for
Singapore’s Top-selling Cars
Income continues to be Singapore’s leading motor insurer,
covering one out of four vehicles. Our premiums are the most
competitive among Singapore’s top three selling vehicles –
the Nissan Sylphy 1.6, Honda Civic 1.6 and Toyota Corolla
1.6. Collectively, these vehicles account for 50% of the car
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population here. We are also one of the few major insurers to
consistently achieve positive underwriting results over the past
few years so that we are able to offer our customers competitive
premiums and value-added services.

HEALTH INSURANCE
Best Value Among
Shield Plan Providers
As one of Singapore’s five providers of integrated shield
plans, Income has led the industry in providing competitive
premiums. The premiums of IncomeShield and Enhanced
IncomeShield policies, combined with the Plus Rider, are the
most competitive in most age bands.
On average, IncomeShield Enhanced Preferred Plan,
in combination with the Plus Rider, is about 8 to 16% lower
in premiums than similar plans offered by other providers of
integrated shield plans. The IncomeShield Enhanced Basic plan,
in combination with the Plus Rider, which caters primarily to
the lower income population in Singapore, is about 9 to 20%
more competitive than similar offerings.

*

Nissan Sylphy 1.6

Honda Civic 1.6

Toyota Corolla 1.6

8-60% lower
in premiums*

12-79% lower
in premiums*

14-90% lower
in premiums*

Compared to similar plans offered for a one-year-old car by our closest competitors in motor insurance
as of Nov 2015

